We study the magnetic anisotropy effects on the localized subgap excitations induced by quantum impurities coupled to a superconducting host. We establish the ground-state phase diagrams for single-channel and twochannel high-spin Kondo impurities; they unveil surprising complexity that results from the (multistage) Kondo screening in competition with the superconducting correlations and the magnetic anisotropy splitting of the spin multiplets. We discuss the possibility of detecting the Zeeman splitting of the subgap states, which would provide an interesting spectroscopic tool for studying the magnetism on the single-atom level. We also study the problem of two impurities coupled by the Heisenberg exchange interaction, and we follow the evolution of the subgap states for both antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic coupling. For sufficiently strong antiferromagnetic coupling, the impurities bind into a singlet state that is nonmagnetic, thus the subgap states move to the edge of the gap and can no longer be discerned. For ferromagnetic coupling, some excited states remain present inside the gap.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tunneling spectroscopy is the prevalent experimental approach for studying superconductivity. It provides information on such fundamental properties as the energy gap, pairing symmetry, and pairing interactions.
1-6 Using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), it is possible to examine the impurity effects on the single-atom level 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ; see Fig. 1 (a). Such measurements provide crucial data on the nature of the superconducting state in complex materials.
3, 5 With improvements in the instrumentation, experiments are being performed at increasingly low temperatures and ever further details in the local density of states (LDOS) can be resolved: recent STM work performed in the 300-mK range on magnetic adatoms adsorbed on superconductors has clearly revealed the existence of multiple subgap excitation peaks [19] [20] [21] ; see Fig. 1(b) . It was proposed that these may be interpreted as the magnetic-impurity-induced bound states associated with the different angular-momentum scattering channels, 19, 22, 23 but we show in this work that an alternative interpretation in terms of the magnetic-anisotropy effects is also possible.
Since the magnitude of the magnetic anisotropy of magnetic adsorbates is comparable or may even exceed the superconducting gap, 24, 25 its effects are drastic, yet they have received hardly any attention in this context. In addition, it has been very recently demonstrated that the strength of the anisotropy (parameter D) in magnetic molecules can be continuously tuned in mechanical break junctions 26 ; using superconducting leads, one could then directly study the effect of the magnetic anisotropy on the transport and the spectral properties of magnetic molecules coupled to superconductors. Finally, spin-orbit coupling is always present for any impurity atom embedded in the superconducting bulk, therefore the class of problems in which an anisotropic spin degree of freedom is coupled to a superconducting host is indeed wideranging.
The theory of magnetic impurities in a superconductor was first worked out within simplified classical-spin models, 27, 28 while later works took into account the quantum nature of impurities and, among other improvements, properly described the competition between the screening of the impurity moment by the Kondo effect and the superconducting correlations. 29 The crucial difference between a classical and quantum spin is that a classical spin is static (essentially equivalent to a local pointlike magnetic field), it has no internal dynamics, and it cannot flip the spin of the conduction-band electrons. For this reason, the impurity problem in a classical-spin approximation is a noninteracting (mean-field) theory. The quantum impurity, however, needs to be treated using the tools of the many-particle theory, which can take into account the nonperturbative effects induced by strong interactions. The behavior of classical and quantum impurities is very different in many respects. For classical impurities, there is no difference if the coupling to the conduction-band electrons is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, while real quantum impurities have very different properties in these two cases. Furthermore, in the absence of magnetic anisotropy, a quantum impurity model has full SU(2) spin symmetry and any breaking of this rotational invariance would indicate a deficiency of the method used; a classical spin, however, explicitly breaks the spin symmetry even at the level of the Hamiltonian itself. Unless there is a physical mechanism that can lead to a real symmetry breaking [such as spontaneous symmetry breaking due to magnetic ordering induced by interimpurity Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction], only a quantum impurity model can thus provide the qualitatively correct result, while a classical model will be affected by spurious symmetry breaking. (In magnetically ordered systems, classical spin models may be fully adequate for many purposes.). The spin SU(2) symmetry breaking also implies the breaking of the time-reversal symmetry. This has important consequences for the degeneracy of the subgap states (cf. Kramers' degeneracy theorem) and it is one of the major differences between quantum and classical (static) impurities. This dichotomy recently gained renewed attention in the context of topological insulators, [30] [31] [32] since
(Color online) (a) Magnetic impurity atom adsorbed on the superconductor surface probed by the STM. (b) Idealization of the characteristic differential conductance spectrum as recorded by the STM above a magnetic impurity: in the gap, the LDOS is essentially zero except for the discrete peaks, which correspond to the transitions from the ground state to the subgap excited states.
only impurities that break the time-reversal invariance can open the gap in the topologically protected edge or surface states. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] Accurate calculations for quantum impurities in superconductors became possible by generalizing the numerical renormalization group (NRG) method to problems with a superconducting electron bath. 43 This method was applied to simplified models such as the spin-1/2 Kondo model [43] [44] [45] and the nondegenerate Anderson impurity model. 46 Real magnetic impurity atoms and molecules generally require, however, a more sophisticated description in terms of the multichannel degenerate Anderson model or the high-spin Kondo model with magnetic anisotropy terms. 47 The goal of the present work is thus to apply the NRG to study the subgap excitations for such more realistic models, featuring anisotropic high-spin Kondo impurities with more than one channel. There are some related works in the literature. Lee et al. have studied the isotropic high-spin impurities in a side-coupled configuration 48 and the two-level impurity model. 49 The two-channel models have been studied in the context of unconventional superconductors 50 and iron pnictide superconductors. 51 Moca et al. have demonstrated the presence of multiple subgap states in a multiorbital model for Mn impurity in MgB 2 . 52 Multiple subgap states also appear in the case of XXZ anisotropic Kondo exchange coupling in the S imp = 1/2 Kondo model. 45 Multichannel high-spin Kondo models with magnetic anisotropy terms, however, have not yet been studied.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we define the model and comment on its relevance for actual adsorbate systems. In Sec. III, we study the ground-state diagrams for various one-and two-channel isotropic high-spin Kondo systems, while the magnetic anisotropy effects are presented in Sec. IV. The spectral peaks and their splitting due to the magnetic anisotropy in the multichannel case are discussed in Sec. V. Section VI is devoted to the role of the external magnetic field, which splits all many-particle states with S = 0. Finally, impurity dimers are studied in Sec. VII.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
We describe the impurity system by the Hamiltonian H = H band + H imp , where H band describes N channels of conduction-band electrons using the mean-field BCS Hamiltonian with the gap :
while the impurity is described by a Kondo-like Hamiltonian with a magnetic anisotropy term: 47, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] 
Here J i are the exchange coupling constants, S imp is the impurity spin operator satisfying the su(2) Lie algebra [S imp,α ,S imp,β ] = i αβγ S imp,γ , and s i is the channel-i spin density at the position of the impurity:
where N is the number of the states in the conduction band. Furthermore, D is the longitudinal anisotropy, g is the impurity g factor, μ B is the Bohr magneton, and B is the external magnetic field (nonzero B is discussed in Sec. VI).
The multiple channels correspond to the different symmetry channels of the Bloch states, which hybridize with the impurity d levels; our high-spin Kondo model may be thought to arise from some multiorbital Anderson model after performing the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation. [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] Strictly speaking, the low-energy effective model for a multiorbital Anderson model is not necessarily a high-spin Kondo model. Such an exception occurs, for example, if the system is not in the local-moment regime, but rather its valency is strongly fluctuating, or if there is also some orbital moment on the impurity atom. For surfaceadsorbed impurities, the symmetry in real space is broken, thus it is reasonable to expect strong quenching of the orbital moment. The valence-fluctuation regime cannot be excluded a priori, but the systems of such complexity are beyond the capabilities of the NRG method. In this work, we thus focus on the problems where the orbital moment is quenched and the electrons in the d orbitals are locked into a high-spin state by the strong Hund's coupling. Such cases are adequately described by the proposed model. For D = 0 or B = 0, the Hamiltonian only has an axial U(1) spin symmetry, thus the sole conserved quantum number is S z , the z component of the total spin.
The NRG method consists of discretizing the continua of the conduction-band states, rewriting the Hamiltonian in the form of one-dimensional tight-binding chains with an exponentially decreasing hopping constants, and diagonalizing the resulting Hamiltonian iteratively by adding one further chain site per channel in each step. [66] [67] [68] The spectrum of many-particle states is truncated to the low-energy part after each step. Due to the low symmetry of the problem (there is no particle conservation in the superconducting case, and there is only partial spin symmetry in the presence of magnetic anisotropy or magnetic field), these calculations are numerically very demanding. The size of the matrices that need to be diagonalized at the given truncation cutoff strongly depend on the value of the discretization parameter . In many situations, one can use a large value of and reduce the discretization artifacts by the so-called z-averaging trick [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] ; this approach produces excellent results for featureless (flat) 054512-2 Often it is sufficient to use only two values of z (such as 1 and 0.5) to obtain good results. This approach has been used, for example, to establish the accurate values tabulated in Table I in the following section. In other parts of this work, where high accuracy was not essential, we performed no such averaging, thus the results are only qualitatively correct.
III. TRANSITIONS IN THE ISOTROPIC MODEL
The properties of the multichannel Kondo model in the normal state depend on the relation between the number of channels and the impurity spin; roughly speaking, each channel can screen one half unit of the impurity spin. 65, [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] Thus, for N < 2S imp , the impurity spin can be only partially screened, while for N = 2S imp there is an exact spin compensation, yielding a singlet ground state (GS); for N > 2S imp , exotic non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) states may arise. 81 In the superconducting state, the behavior of the Kondo model is only well explored for the simplest case of N = 1 and S imp = 1/2: 43 as the gap is increased from zero, there is a transition at c between the regime where the impurity is Kondo-screened (singlet ground state) to the regime where the impurity is free (doublet ground state). The value of c is of the order T K , the Kondo temperature, which is the characteristic energy scale of the Kondo effect. The transition occurs because in the superconducting state there is an insufficient number of lowenergy electron states to participate in the Kondo screening.
We now consider the general multichannel high-spin case, first in the absence of the anisotropy and for equal coupling constants J i for all channels. By analogy with the known results, we expect that for 2S imp N there is a transition from the Kondo screened S = S imp − N/2 state to the "free-spin" S = S imp state as the gap is increased. Our NRG calculations fully support this picture. For 2S imp < N, the NFL effects make a priori predictions difficult; in numerical simulations for N = 2 and S imp = 1/2, we observe a transition from a degenerate pair of singlet states to a doublet ground state as increases. The c for N = 1 and 2 are tabulated in Table I for a range of S imp . The ratio c /T K strongly depends on S imp in spite of the fact that the superexchange couplings are constant and thus the Kondo scale is formally the same in all cases. The variation with N is weaker, with a notable exception of the NFL case with N = 2, S imp = 1/2, where c /T K is much reduced.
It must be emphasized that even in the limit of small exchange couplings J i , that is, when the Kondo effect plays no role and the impurity remains unscreened, the system still is not equivalent to a classical spin. The ground state for small J i is a degenerate spin S multiplet, which is not equivalent to a single spin-polarized state as predicted by a classical spin model (the symmetries of the state are different). Another important observation is that, quite generally, in quantum impurity models one needs ∼ T K to observe subgap excitations well inside the gap (i.e., not at the very edge), as shown in Table I . Thus in the situations where the spin-flip scattering processes play no role, we also do not expect to observe any subgap peaks deep in the gap. This is in contradiction to the results of the classical spin models, which on the one hand presume the irrelevance of the Kondo effect due to small exchange coupling, yet also predict excitations well inside the gap. Such a discrepancy exists even for the relatively large spin S imp = 5/2, which still cannot be considered as a classical spin.
IV. TRANSITIONS IN THE ANISOTROPIC CASE
In the anisotropic case, the ground-state multiplet with S 1 splits: for axial D < 0 anisotropy, the new ground state consists of states with the maximal S z = ±S, while for planar D > 0 anisotropy the ground state is S z = 0 for integer S and S z = ±1/2 for half-integer S. The transition point at c in the isotropic models is extended into transition lines in the (D, ) plane. For a given value of D, there is some gap where the system makes a transition from a "low-|S z |" to a "high-|S z |" regime, which are the equivalents of the Kondo-screened and free-spin regime, respectively. The results of extensive calculations for the single-channel problems are summarized in Fig. 2 in the form of phase diagrams, while the actual numerical results (including also all subgap excited states) are shown in the Appendix. 
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Let us consider the results for S imp = 1 more closely. In the left panels in Fig. 3 we plot the ground state as well as the subgap excited-state energies as a function of the anisotropy parameter D for three values of that correspond in the isotropic limit to the Kondo regime, the transition regime, and the "free-spin" regime, respectively. The spin-1 ground-state and excited-state (ES) spin multiplets split in the presence of the magnetic anisotropy. The degree of splitting is not the same as for free multiplets, but rather depends on and T K . For example, at /T K = 8.6 we find
rather than the free-impurity result 1. The anisotropy effects are thus significantly renormalized by the exchange coupling of the impurity with the host. This observation is important for the interpretation of possible experimental results: from the subgap excitation spectra, one cannot directly obtain the "bare" anisotropy parameters that appear in the Hamiltonian, only their effective "renormalized" values.
The transitions between the ground state and the excited states correspond to discrete ( ) subgap peaks in the differential conductance spectra. We plot the spectra of these peaks in the right panels of Fig. 3 . Only the transitions between the ground state and the excited states with S z = ±1/2 are observable spectroscopically. Multiple subgap peaks may be observed, for example, in the "Kondo regime" with S z = ±1/2 for the single-channel spin-1 Kondo models. Zero magnetic field, B = 0. Top to bottom: "free-spin" regime, transition regime, Kondo screened regime. The energies E are plotted relative to the ground-state energy E GS and they are rescaled in units of the gap, thus the ground state always lies atop the horizontal axis at E = E GS and the continuum of excitations starts at (E − E GS )/ = 1. Right panels: Energies and weights of the subgap spectral peaks in the impurity spectral function. Darker shade corresponds to higher spectral weight of the peak. ground state for D = 0. A characteristic feature is that some subgap peaks may disappear abruptly as a function of D/ when the ground state changes. We also note that in an interacting superconducting system, it is crucial to distinguish between the many-particle states (ground state and excited states) and the peaks in the spectral functions associated with transition between said states. Namely, to each many-particle excitation with energy E, such that S z = ±1/2 with respect to the ground state, corresponds not one but two spectral peaks in the single-particle spectral function. They are located symmetrically at ω = ±(E − E GS ); it is possible, for example, to end up in exactly the same many-particle state by either adding an electron (ω > 0 peak) or by removing it (ω < 0 peak). The lack of the distinction between the many-particle states and the spectral peaks has led to some confusion in the literature. The difference is particularly important for interacting systems, where the many-particle states cannot always be decomposed into products of single-particle levels (quasiparticles). A notable example is the two-channel S imp = 1/2 model.
In fully general multichannel problems with nonequal J i , there are multiple stages of the Kondo screening with different Kondo temperatures, T adsorption site of low symmetry, it is generally more likely that one of the exchange constants, say J 1 , will be dominant. In strict single-channel problems, there is always at least one excited state inside the gap. It tends to be located at the gap edge for T K and T K , but it is found well inside the gap when T K and are roughly of the same order of magnitude. In the presence of additional scattering channels, further subgap excitations may appear. For N = 2, we find, however, that if J 2 is much lower than J 1 , the additional excited state merges with the continuum and is not observable. For moderate J 2 /J 1 ratio, the channel-2 excitation peak is still inside the gap, but its spectral weight tends to be much smaller than that in the dominant i = 1 channel.
On more symmetric surfaces (adsorption sites), some of the exchange coupling constants J i can be equal, for example pairwise equal in the presence of a fourfold symmetry axis. In this case, the excitations associated with those J i that are equal will be degenerate, thus multiple subgap peaks are again not expected.
These results suggest that it is not very likely to observe multiple peaks due to coupling to different scattering channels. Given that multiple peaks are nonetheless commonly observed in experiments, [19] [20] [21] we propose that a very likely interpretation involves the presence of the magnetic anisotropy splitting of the subgap excitations. An example for N = 2 is shown in Fig. 5 . For D = 0, the ground state is S = 1/2 and there is an S = 1 excited state associated with channel 1 and an S = 0 excited state associated with channel 2. For D = 0, the triplet excited state splits. In the presence of longitudinal anisotropy, the peaks will split at most in two, but additional splitting may be induced by the transverse anisotropy E(S 2 x − S 2 y ), which is also known to be present in adsorbed magnetic impurities.
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VI. BEHAVIOR IN THE EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD
Due to the strongly enhanced spin-orbit interaction on surfaces, the interpretation of multiple peaks in terms of magnetic anisotropy splitting appears very plausible. To experimentally distinguish between the different possible origins of the multiple-peak subgap structures in a conclusive way, we propose to study the Zeeman splitting of the subgap peaks by weak magnetic fields (weak enough so that the superconductivity is not significantly suppressed; see also Refs. [82] [83] [84] [85] . This is possible because magnetic atoms adsorbed on the surface of a superconductor are not fully shielded by the Meissner effect. Ultra-low-temperature STM's equipped with dilution refrigerators are likely to achieve sufficient energy resolution. The magnetic field splits pairs of the subgap states with the same |S z |. Since the only observable transitions are those with S z = ±1/2, each spectral peak may split at most in two. In the presence of transverse anisotropy and/or transverse magnetic field, the spin symmetry is fully lifted and even more complex spectra of excitation peaks can arise. We note, however, that if the ground state is spin degenerate (i.e., for partially screened impurity), even a small magnetic field can fully polarize the residual impurity spin, thus some of the subgap peaks might not be spectroscopically observable since their weights are essentially zero (at T = 0). Some observed peaks will thus merely shift, rather than split. This behavior is represented schematically in Fig. 6 for the example of an S imp = 1/2
Sz=-1/2 E ES,1
FIG. 6. (Color online)
Schematic representation of the relation between the many-body energy levels (shown on the left; E GS is the ground-state energy, E ES are the excited-state energies, is the gap beyond which starts the continuum of the conduction-band states) and the spectral peaks, which can be measured by the STM (shown on the right; V > 0 indicates tunneling into "empty" states, i.e., the electron addition transitions, while V < 0 corresponds to the removal of electrons from the system). Only transitions where S z changes by 1/2 are spectroscopically visible at very low temperatures. The arrows indicate the spin of the electron being added (positive V ) or removed (negative V ) from the system at the given resonance. In the absence of the field, T K > and T K < cases cannot be easily distinguished spectroscopically since they both exhibit a pair of excitation peaks at ω = ±(E ES − E GS ). In the magnetic field, we expect to observe peak splitting for T K > , while for T K < we expect merely a shift of the peak pair concomitant with the weight reduction if the experimental temperature is much lower than the E ES,1 − E GS scale. The example depicted in the plot corresponds to an S imp = 1/2 magnetic impurity in the single-channel case. impurity in the single-channel case, while the results of a corresponding NRG calculation are shown in Fig. 7(a) .
The single-channel S imp = 1 model is studied in Figs. 
7(b)-7(d) for different values of the magnetic anisotropy D.
In the absence of the anisotropy, D = 0, the behavior is similar to that in the spin-1/2 case: for /T K > 0 ("free-spin" regime), the peaks merely shift, while for /T K < 0 (Kondo regime), there is a splitting of the peaks, since the transitions are possible from the low-lying doublet state (here S z = −1/2) to both S z = −1 and 0 excited states. It is worth emphasizing that in the latter case, the peak weights are different for the two transitions. A simplified, but intuitive picture is the following: the ground state is a Kondo state |S imp,z = −1, ↑ , that is, a bound state of an S z = −1 impurity state and a spin-up conduction-band electron with total S z = −1/2. The first excited state has S z = −1 and can be obtained in the process of adding a spin-down electron. The second excited state has S z = 0 and it can be reached by adding a spin-up electron. Since there is already a spin-up electron present in the Kondo ground state, adding a further spin-up electron will have a reduced weight as compared to adding a spin-down electron. This behavior persists in the presence of magnetic anisotropy: the peak corresponding to a transition to the S z = 0 state has lower weight than the peak corresponding to the transition to the S z = −1 state in all three cases of D = 0, D > 0, and
In the "free-spin" regime, the evolution of the spectral peaks in the magnetic field depends on the sign of the magnetic anisotropy; compare the upper panels in Figs. 7(b)-7(d) . The isotropic D = 0 and easy-axis D < 0 cases are similar: in the presence of the field, the S z = −1 state will be the ground state and the transitions are only possible to the S z = −1/2 excited state, thus a single subgap peak pair is observed. The easyplane D > 0 case is more interesting. Now the ground state (for small magnetic fields) is S z = 0, thus the transitions to both S z = +1/2 and −1/2 excited states are possible; we thus see two pairs of subgap spectral peaks, that is, a total of four sharp peaks. For very large Zeeman splitting, the S z = −1/2 excited state will become the new ground state of the system; at this point only the transition to the S z = 0 subgap will be possible and a single pair of peaks will remain in the impurity spectral function.
In Fig. 8 , we finally plot the field dependence of the spectral peaks of a two-channel spin-1 impurity for different magnetic anisotropies D. In all three cases, the ground state for B > 0 is nondegenerate, S z = −1/2, and one may only observe the transitions to S z = −1 and 0 excited states. As evidenced by the results in Fig. 8 , the sign and magnitude of D can be easily determined from the shifts. The peak due to the second weakly coupled conduction channel is always weaker as compared to the peaks associated with the dominant screening channel.
VII. EFFECTS OF THE INTERIMPURITY EXCHANGE INTERACTION
When adsorbed magnetic impurities are brought together, for example by controlled manipulation using the tip of the STM, their mutual interaction will change the LDOS signatures measured by the scanning tunneling spectroscopy. 19, [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] The theory of the interimpurity interactions in the normal case has been worked out using both simplified model Hamiltonians and ab initio calculations. [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] In the superconducting case, the calculations of the subgap excitation spectra in impurity dimers have been performed mainly for classical impurity spins. 96, 97 Recently, some calculations for coupled quantum impurities have been performed in the context of double quantum dots. 98 Here we study the problem of two quantum impurities, each coupled to a separate conduction band with a superconducting gap (with equal ) and interacting via an isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian:
We first discuss the simplest case of two S imp = 1/2 impurities. The numerical results for the subgap states are shown in Fig. 9 . The parameters are chosen such that in the absence of coupling, each impurity is the Kondo screened regime with an S = 0 ground state and one S = 1/2 subgap 054512-6 excited state (twofold degenerate due to spin); for the twoimpurity system, the ground state is thus a singlet (we will call it the "Kondo singlet"), and there are two degenerate S = 1/2 excited states (fourfold total degeneracy). As the antiferromagnetic (J > 0) exchange coupling is turned on, a new singlet state emerges from the continuum; this state can be interpreted as arising from the antiferromagnetically ordered local singlet state formed by the two impurity spins, and we will therefore denote it as the "AFM singlet." It should be emphasized that this state is not directly related to the S = 1/2 excited states (which are actually present in the subgap spectrum at the same time as the new AFM singlet); the AFM singlet state should thus not be interpreted as emerging from the coupling of the S = 1/2 subgap localized states, but rather as arising from the local interimpurity singlet state. We furthermore emphasize that the two S = 1/2 excited states remain degenerate (this holds, in fact, for all values of J ). As J is increased beyond J ≈ 6 × 10 −5 , the Kondo and AFM singlet states cross and exchange their roles as the ground and the excited state. At still higher J , both the excited Kondo singlet state and the two S = 1/2 excited states merge with the continuum and are no longer observable. For large antiferromagnetic interimpurity coupling, the dimer behaves as a nonmagnetic object and therefore does not have any excitations deep inside the gap. Such behavior seems to be present for Cr dimers (in the configuration "Cr dimer II" with small interatom separation). 19 Equally interesting is the case of ferromagnetic Heisenberg coupling, also shown in Fig. 9 . In this case, a new "FM triplet" subgap state emerges in the subgap spectrum. This state decreases in energy until it replaces the Kondo singlet as the new ground state. Two important observation can be made: absolute value of the Heisenberg coupling as the level crossing between the AFM singlet and the Kondo singlet; (ii) with increasing |J |, the Kondo singlet and the degenerate S = 1/2 excited states evolve only slowly and remain deep inside the gap even for very large ferromagnetic exchange coupling. This suggests that in the case of ferromagnetic dimers, we are more likely to observe some subgap spectral peaks. It is possible that the Mn dimers (even in the configuration "Mn dimer II" with small interatom separation 19 ) have ferromagnetic spin coupling.
We now turn to the case of two isotropic S imp = 1 impurities, each coupled to a single channel; see the upper panel in Fig. 10 . We again consider the parameter regime where each impurity is Kondo-screened. This time, however, the impurities have residual spin 1/2. In the absence of the interimpurity coupling, the ground state is degenerate and composed of a singlet and a triplet "Kondo state," and there are degenerate excited states with S = 1/2 and 3/2. The ground-state degeneracy is lifted by a small J , thus for small J the ground state is either a singlet (for J > 0) or a triplet (for J < 0); this splitting occurs on the energy scale of almost "bare" J ; see the close-up view in Fig. 11 . For antiferromagnetic exchange coupling, there is an additional singlet state that arises from the local interimpurity singlet state in which two S = 1 spins are rigidly antiferromagnetically ordered. This state is different from the singlet Kondo state, which arises from AFM ordering between two residual S = 1/2 extended objects. This is another confirmation of the nature of the subgap singlet states, which we had already discussed in the case of S imp = 1/2. For sufficiently large AFM coupling, the singlet states cross, and for very large coupling we again find that there are no subgap excited states. Note also the similarity between the J > 0 behavior in S imp = 1/2 and 1 models.
For ferromagnetic coupling, the situation is again similar to what we had observed for S imp = 1/2 impurities: the ferromagnetically ordered S = 2 local object becomes the new ground state only for very large Heisenberg coupling. The transition occurs at J ≈ −6 × 10 −5 , that is, at essentially the same value as for S imp = 1/2. In addition, we again observe that some subgap excited states are typically found in the subgap spectrum even for large |J |.
Finally, we discuss how the subgap excitation spectra change in the presence of the magnetic anisotropy. In the two lower panels in Fig. 10 , we show the results for easy-plane and easy-axis magnetic anisotropy for the S imp = 1 impurities. The results are in general similar to those for the isotropic model, but there are some notable differences.
For AFM coupling, we find that the ground state is an S z = 0 state (i.e., the "singlet" state) and that there are no subgap excited states for large enough J . In fact, it may be noticed that the results for J > 0 are remarkably similar irrespective of the sign and strength of the magnetic anisotropy.
For small ferromagnetic exchange coupling, the S = 1 ground state splits: for easy-plane anisotropy the ground state is S z = 0, while for easy-axis anisotropy it is S z = ±1. Thus the combined interimpurity states can be understood within a two-stage splitting model: in the first step, we consider how the states combine due to the Heisenberg exchange coupling; in the second step, we consider how the resulting states split due to the magnetic anisotropy. Such separation is possible because in the parameter regime under consideration, the scale of the exchange splitting (up to several times 10 −4 ) is larger than the scale of the magnetic anisotropy (fixed at |D| = 10 −5 ). For strong FM coupling, the result depends on the type of anisotropy: the ground state arises from an S = 2 state, but for the easy-plane case the actual ground state is a nondegenerate S z = 0 state, while for the easy-axis case the ground state is a twofold-degenerate S z = ±2 state. The transition between the small-|J | and large-|J | ground state occurs at a value of J that depends on the magnetic anisotropy.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have studied single magnetic impurities on superconductor surfaces as well as their dimers. We have emphasized the importance of using quantum impurity models to describe the subgap excitation spectrum of the magnetic adatoms. The isotropic models exhibit a transition between ground states with different degrees of Kondo screening of the impurity spin; this depends on the values of the Kondo exchange coupling constants and the ratios between the resulting Kondo temperatures and the BCS superconducting gap. The subgap excited states only appear in cases where at least one of the Kondo temperature scales is of the same order as the superconducting gap. If all coupling constants are small (i.e., if the Kondo effect is absent), there are no subgap excited states deep inside the gap, which is at odds with the predictions from the classical spin models. The ground state and subgap excited states with S 1 are split in the presence of the magnetic anisotropy. It is found that the splitting is strongly renormalized by the Kondo screening, thus the model needs to be studied using nonperturbative techniques, such as the numerical renormalization group. We find that the weight of the subgap peaks is the largest for strongly coupled Kondo channels, but becomes lower for weakly coupled channels. In addition, the subgap excitations associated with weakly coupled channels tend to appear near the gap edge, and may therefore be difficult to observe. This finding suggests that multiple-peak subgap excitations likely arise from the internal structure of the impurity (spin-orbit coupling leading to the magnetic anisotropy). We have also explored the interdot exchange coupling for impurity dimers: for strong antiferromagnetic coupling, no subgap excitations are present, while even for relatively strong ferromagnetic coupling some subgap peaks may be observable. We have shown that the external magnetic field has a sizable effect on the subgap excitation spectra of impurities. Exploring the magnetic properties of impurities using the field dependence of the subgap peaks constitutes a worthwhile experimental challenge. Furthermore, using a break-junction setup with superconducting contacts should make it possible to map the excitation spectra in the entire (D,B) plane at the same time, providing further means to test the predictions of this work. Figures 12 and 13 show the subgap states for one-channel and two-channel Kondo models from which the transition points between the (partially) screened and unscreened regimes can be extracted; see Table I and Fig. 2 in the main text. Figure 14 shows the effect of the magnetic anisotropy on the subgap states, that is, the splitting of the degenerate spin multiplets. Figures 15 and 16 contain the results for the two-channel S = 1/2 and 1 Kondo model in the (J 1 , J 2 ) plane, which serve to establish the phase diagram in Fig. 4 .
